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THE RELATION OF EDUCATION LEVEL CHILDREN VALUE AND FIRST AGE MARRIAGE WITH THE FERTILITY OF A YOUNG AGE MARRIAGE COUPLE IN WAY KANAN (SOCIAL STUDIES AS CRITICISM)
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The research to know the relation of education level and first age marriage with fertility, relation of children’s value and first age marriage with fertility and relation of education level, children’s value and first age marriage with fertility.

The method used in the research survey method. The population in this research to 250 responden with a total sample size of 125 responden, taken with the sample random sampling technique. Data collection technique used were question, interview and observation. To the hypothesis the outher using SPSS. The approach of the research is quantitative research with survey method. Data analyzis result korelasi ganda with a signifikansi 95%.

The result of research shows that there is a relation of education level and first age marriage with fertility, relation of children’s value and first age marriage with fertility and relation of education level, children’s value and first age marriage with fertility.
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